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The best thing about Mrs. Kapoor is that she loves to teach her son mathematics. Every day she gives him a math problem to solve. Not to forget that there are some extra activities that he enjoys on a daily basis. Little does he know that math is the
basis to all of his activities. Pamela Reynolds is not your typical English teacher. She brings theatre to life in her students; the kind that keeps coming up with creative ways to engage the masses. From a zombie themed maths lesson to a space station
trip and even a mathematical representation of Pi and some seriously creative recommendations for a class project, Ms Reynolds is a wonder to behold. IMAI Senior Research Fellow Juan Felipe , formerly a deputy commissioner for the International
Mathematics and Astronomy Society , launched this collaborative initiative this past January to better prepare students and educators for careers in mathematics, science, and engineering. Unprecedented in scope and scale, this initiative will provide
free resources for every high school, college, and university across the United States to discover, receive feedback, and refine curricula to promote mathematical literacy. The first set of resources will be available in all 55,000+ high school classrooms
across the country by the end of the summer of 2017. Additional content and resources will be released through the IMAI website and via a standalone mobile app. Kapoor was born in 1944 in India. She left India in the early 1960s to study at the
Chelsea College of Art and Design in London. She later moved to America to teach at the New School of Visual Arts in New York. While in America, Kapoor began to study printmaking, and eventually became one of the leading printmakers in Britain. She
has run the Red Eye Press since 1980, producing such books as 'Drawing 101' and 'Design and Illustration'.
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